
A THEOREM ON INFINITE POSITIVE MATRICES1

E. NETANYAHU AND M. REICHAW

1. Let A = (an) be an infinite matrix with positive elements

aij>0,i, j = 0, 1, • • • , (matrices (a,-,-) with a¿j>0 will be called in the

sequel positive matrices).

It was proved in [3], that

(1) if A is a finite positive matrix, a unique doubly stochastic

matrix T exists such that T = DiADi where Di and D2 are diagonal

matrices with all elements on the diagonal positive and are unique

up to a scalar factor.

The method used in [3], and introduced first in [4], is a construc-

tive one and consists in alternate normalizing rows and columns of

A and proving the convergence of this procedure. Another proof of

(1) was given in [lj. This second proof uses besides Brouwer's fixed

point theorem the fact, that

(2) the set {x = ixo, xit • • ■ , x„); x,- real numbers, X^"-ox? = l

and Xi^0\ is homeomorphic to an «-dimensional ball.

Although a purely existential one, this second proof contains a

statement about the existence of directions of fixed points for some

mapping defined by help of a finite matrix A. In this paper we note

that statement (1) does not hold for infinite matrices and prove a

theorem generalizing properly (1) to the case of infinite matrices.

Essentially, both proofs in [l] and in [3] could be, with some non-

trivial changes, applied to give the desired generalization. The diffi-

culty in generalizing the proof given in [3] consists i.a. in the fact that

for an infinite matrix ¿lj an (or 2~2i aa) is not always finite. The idea

of our proof is similar to that of [l ] except that (2) is not used and

that Brouwer's theorem is replaced by the theorem of Schauder (see

[2]). In the sequel a matrix A = (an) with a,j>0 will be called a posi-

tive matrix and a diagonal matrix with positive diagonal elements

will be called a positive diagonal matrix. Finally 5,7 = 0, i^j; 1, i=j,

will denote the delta of Kronecker.

2. Before generalizing (1) to the case of infinite matrices let us note

that
(3) if A = (oij) is infinite with a¿/=l for i, j = 0, 1, 2, • • • then

positive diagonal matrices Di and D2 for which T = DiAD2 is doubly

stochastic do not exist.
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Indeed, if Di = (S^pi) and

Dt = (5,7?/),        pi>0,        qj>0,        i,j = 0,1,2, ■■ ■

then for a doubly stochastic matrix T = DiAD2 one has ti¡ = piqj and

pi = pi for all i, j = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , which is impossible.

We show now, that

(4) if A = (a,j) with 0,7 = 1 for all i,j = 0, 1, • ■ • and if there exist

positive diagonal matrices £>i = (Hypi) and D2 = (5,73,-) such that for

T = DiADi=(tij) one has 2~lit'i=a' ar>d 2~2itij~ßi, *> J = 0. 1» • * * »

then 2~Lt'-Q «< = So" ft- < °o.
Indeed, condition >!fln ¿oj=«0i.e. poSo" Qj = ao implies y^" gy< =0

and similarly So" P><cc- But then(So" £<)(So" 2í) = So" «» = So"

ft<eo.
Property (4) justifies the assumption So" ai= So" ßj< °° made

in the following

Theorem. Let A = (o,7),-,,=o,i,--. èe a« infinite positive matrix such

that

(a) ¿Aere exw/5 a constant M with 0,7 :£ Af and

(b) i/îere exw/s a column isay the Oth column) and constants L0 and

Mo such that for every i,k =0,1, • • • one has aio = Moaikandaik = Loaio.

Let further {«<} and {ßj} be sequences of positive numbers such that

So" «*=£»" ft <«.
Then there exist positive diagonal matrices Di and D2 such that for

T = DiADi=itij) one has

(c) 2~litij=0iiand 2~Lita=ßi,    i,j = 0, 1, • • • •

Proof. Putting A'0 = l and A< = A^1 for i^l and multiplying A

on the right by the matrix D = (SyiV,-) one can by choosing N suffi-

ciently large obtain by (b) that, for the matrix B=AD = Q),,),

(d) bi0 = bik and &ioá(ft>/S*iift)&»"* holds for every i, k=0, 1,
• • -,iM0.

It suffices obviously to find positive diagonal matrices P and Q

such that T = PBQ=iU¡) satisfies (c) (then Dy = P and D2 = DQ).

Now consider the equations

(ei) Ui 2~Li°nxS =«••>
(e2) xk 2~Li°H'Ui = ßk, i, k=0, 1, • • • .

Expressing xk in terms of xj we get

(f) Xk=ßk/fki{xi }),   where /*({x/ }) = S»so (on WS>ao &</*/).
Evidently, if one finds a sequence {x/ } with */ >0 such that in

(f) xk = xk for every k — 0, then calculating w¿ from (ex) and putting

P = ibijUi) and Q = (5,7X¿) we have the desired matrices P and (X In

other words one looks for any fixed point x= {**}*-o,i,•••, xk>0 of

the mapping defined by (f). To get such a fixed point let us denote
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%k = Xk /xo and 17* = x*/x0, k = l, 2, • ■ -, (we call {&} and {r¡k} "direc-

tions").

Then by (f) one has

. . ßk  goiUi}) ,    , ^ atbik
(g) * = V      titU '     Where    StiiW = 2-  .      ,   va  t   "

j'ai

Let us confine ourselves to £J = 0 such that S/ü £j = 1> i-e- such that

the point x = (¿1, £2, • • •) belongs to the intersection CC\S of the cone

C= {x = (£i, £i, ■ ■ ■); £, = 0, xCl] in the Banach space / with the

unit ball 5 of this space.2 Since Sa<< °° we obtain by (a) that vk

exists for all k — 1, 2, • • • and obviously by (b) nk>0. By (d) it

follows that r]k^ßk/ßa and that S*°-i VhS 1.

Thus, by Sft < °° > formula (g) defines a continuous mapping F of

Ci^S into a compact subset of CC^S. By the fixed point theorem of

Schauder (see [2]) there exists a point x=(|i, £2, • ■ • ) such that

Fix) = x. This point is an invariant direction of the mapping F. Take

as in [l] any point (x0', x{, ■ • ■ ) on this direction with xó >0. Then

Xj=dx¡, j = 0, 1, ■ • • , and putting x¡ into (d) we obtain the sequence

[ui\ ,-=o,i,_Then by (d) and (e2) we have

S ui S i*i*} = S «f = S i8» = ö S «< S &W •

Thus 0 = 1 and the sequences {m¿} and {xy} satisfy both (d) and (e2).

The theorem is proved.

Remarks. Let us note that in case of a finite positive matrix

A = (0,7) all the assumptions of the Theorem hold. Finally let us note

that if A = (<%)*,/-»,i... • is infinite and 0,7 = l/2-''+1, i, j = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,

then A is obviously a stochastic matrix but the argument applied in

(3) shows that positive diagonal matrices Di and D2 for which T

= DiAD2 is doubly stochastic do not exist.
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2 / denotes the Banach space of all sequences *=(£i,£2, • • • ) with f¡ real and


